
Robert Smith
Senior Development Manager

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Responsible for Representing the company in a patent lawsuit and effectively defended the 
company against infringement charges without giving any sound bytes for opposing counsel, and 
also Conceptualizing a Partner Portal allowing VeriSign partners to easily add and manage their 
merchants.

SKILLS

C#, SQL, AWS, AWS, AWS, AWS, PowerShell, PowerShell.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Senior Development Manager
ABC Corporation  2001 – 2005 
 Led a team responsible for creating customer-facing product suites.
 Managed the development and execution of product roadmap; launched features to sales 

organization by working across functional organizations including finance, legal, procurement,
customer services, and corporate marketing.

 Meticulously handled the Payment Services Division and ran the applications for the Payments
gateway that was previously acquired from Sign.

 Assisted the organization to achieve unmatched operational efficiencies, increased security 
and intelligence, as well as greater internal visibility.

 Assumed full responsibility in setting direction and maintaining Java web-based payment 
applications within a 24x7 service-based environment.

 Notable Contributions Presided over the integration of Signio to VeriSign Payment services.
 Created a new platform and successfully transitioned all merchants on the platform with 

limited downtime.

Senior Development Manager
Delta Corporation  1998 – 2001 
 Team lead responsible for $750MM in Trade Funding, Payment, and Strategic Promotional 

Planning.
 Provided direction to Region Sales/Trade Directors guiding scope of Trade and Planning 

resources.
 Developed analysis of national trade flow and promotional event flow.
 Provided key insights to senior leadership that shaped the following years trade release and 

event scope.
 Training, supervising, and development of staff; daily monitoring of revenue progress; weekly 

strategy meetings; managing and monitoring budgets.
 InterPlot Organizer - enabled collated set printing on wide laser/LED printers Offline Drivers - 

enabled digital archiving of drawings in industry.
 Displayed unsurpassed leadership and competencies to a group of application software 

engineers to exceed uptime metrics by more than Vigorously.

EDUCATION

MS
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